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BOXCORE
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
MADE SLEEK

In 2015, we revolutionized markerboard construction with
our Boxcore technology. Borrowing from the unibody design
of modern automobiles, all components are integrated and
bonded to contribute to high strength, stiffness, and a
modern, ultra-thin bezel. This provides a sleek, minimalist
profile for your modern space.
Designed and crafted using the highest-quality materials,
our presentation boards Egan Boxcore technology provides
robust edges and sharp, clean contemporary aesthetics.
Boards come in either 29mm or 19mm frame depths,
and when you build your board with Egan, we have the
surface to suit any professional environment’s specifications:
dry-erase EVS, glass, tackable fabric, or EcoTack. Boxcore
comes in three distinct formats: presentation board, mobile,
and TableScreeen.
Key Features:
29mm or 19mm clear anodized aluminum frames
Fool proof stability
Presentation board, mobile, or TableScreen format
	Infilled with either EVS, glass, or tackable substrate
(Fabric or EcoTack).
Guaranteed-to-clean with EVS & GlassWrite
Projection compatible with EVS
Magnet-compatible options
Cleat Mounted
Custom Size
Custom painted frames
EganINK compatible with EVS and GlassWrite

Boxcore Mobile | EVS infill | 36”w x 60”h | Boxcore Board | EVS infill | 60”w x 48”h

BOXCORE
Boxcore Board | EVS Infill | 96”w x 48”h | Custom Painted Frame

TableScreen | maharam Tackable fabric Manner, Hush Infill | 48”w x 18”h | Edge Mount | Custom Painted Frame

Boxcore Mobile | Glass & maharam Tackable fabric Manner, Hush Infill | 36”w x 72”h | Custom Painted Frame

BOXCORE

BOXCORE BOARD
Egan Boxcore provides sturdy, robust edges and clean
contemporary aesthetics. Boards come in either 1 1/8”
(29mm) or 3/4” (19mm) frame depths. When selecting a
fabric for tackboards, choose from a library of hundreds of
fabrics each with distinct unique patterns and ranging from
vibrant brights to rich neutrals and earth tones. Egan also
has a COM program, Customer’s Own Material, in which
we will test your fabrics so you can use the unique textile
design and color that fits your space.

Boxcore Board | maharam tackable fabric Manner,
Cactus | 60”w x 48”h

BOXCORE

BOXCORE EganINK
When selecting an EVS or glass infill, you can also print
your board with EganINK. EganINK is an innovative ink
system that provides high resolution multi-color print
application. Bold or understated, EganINK helps
complement and sets the mood, whatever your mood
may be, of your space – photography, graphics, KPI
templates, care boards, logos, wayfinding, signage, or
high-resolution art.

Boxcore board | GlassWirte printed with EganINK | 48”w x 48”h

BOXCORE

BOXCORE
BOARDS

INFILL
OPTIONS

EVS

Glasswrite

EcoTack

Fabric

FRAME
OPTIONS
Clear Anodized

SIZE
OPTIONS

White

48 x 48

Black

60 x 48

72 x 48

96 x 48

120 x 48

48 x 36

MOUNTING

* Custom sizes available upon request

Boxcore 19 & 29 is constructed using Egan
Boxcore technology, which is a sturdy, clear
anodized aluminum frame infilled with your choice
of surface. Choose between a 3/4” (19mm) or
1 1/8” (29mm) deep frame. Both frames sit
flush against the wall, and have a low profile
when viewed form the front. Integrated
wallmounts mean the board can be mounted in
a landscape or portrait orientation. Frames can
be specified in standard Clear Anodized (CA), or
White (WH), Black (BL) and custom color frame is
also available.

BOXCORE

BOXCORE MOBILE
Brainstorm sessions on the go! The Boxcore Mobile utilizes
the unique Egan Boxcore design for a high degree of
stability when moving and when writing. A 1 1/8” (29mm)
aluminum frame depth, select between EVS, glass, tackable
fabric, or EcoTack. The Boxcore Mobile has a unique frame
to base connection, for clean uninterrupted lines, which
can link together multiple Boxcore Mobiles with only a 1⁄4”
gap between mobiles.

Boxcore Mobile | EVS Infill | 36”w x 72”h

BOXCORE

BOXOCRE MOBILE
The Boxcore Mobile has a unique frame to base
connection that provides additional functionality by
linking together multiple Boxcore Mobiles on a linear
plane with only a 1/4 gap between mobiles. Designed for
a dual purpose, Boxcore mobiles can be linked together
to create a more productive environment where
teammates can share ideas and collaborate, or can be
used to divide space and create barriers in open
concept offices creating a sense of privacy.

Boxcore Mobile | maharam Tackable fabric Manner, Silverpoint
& GlassWrite Infill | 48”w x 72”h | Custom Painted Frame

BOXCORE

BOXCORE
MOBILES

INFILL
OPTIONS

EVS

Glasswrite

EcoTack

FRAME
OPTIONS

BASE
OPTIONS
Clear Anodized

SIZE
OPTIONS

Fabric

White

Black

36 x 72

48 x 72

36 x 60

48 x 60

36 x 54

48 x 54

The Boxcore Mobile utilizes the Boxcore design for a high
degree of stability when moving and when writing. It is
distinguished by an ultra- thin bezel, and aluminum frame
in 1 1/8” (29mm) depth. With the unique frame design,
you can mix and match different infills to design a board
suited to your exact specifications and working needs (if
specifying GlassWrite, both sides must be GlassWrite for
even weight distribution). To extend your work surface,
the unique frame to base connection can link together
multiple Boxcore Mobiles with only a 1⁄4” gap.
*Custom
color base
& frame
available

EganMetallic
* Custom sizes available upon request

White

BOXCORE

BOXCORE
TABLESCREEN
Boxcore 29 presentation board is available as a versatile,
demountable office enhancement in the form of the
Boxcore 29 TableScreen, a 1 1/8” (29mm) clear anodized
aluminum frame. These TableScreens come with the four
Boxcore infill options, and have a variety of table-agnostic
mounting configurations to choose from. All products are
available in an array of standard and custom heights,
lengths, and frame colors.

Boxcore TableScreen | maraham Fabric Manner, Cruise | 36”w x 24”h |
Edge Clamp Mount

BOXCORE

BOXCORE
TABLESCREEN
Boxcore TableScreens provide a sense of privacy
through space division in open concept environments.
When selecting guaranteed-to-clean GlassWrite infill,
you may specify from over 1000 colors using the Egan
color palette at standard costs, or you can select other
industry standard fandecks, such as Pantone. Highresolution printing (photogrpahy, graphics, templates,
etc.) is also available when selecting a glass or EVS infill.

Boxcore board | GlassWrite Custom Color | 48”w x 48”h | Surface Mount

BOXCORE

BOXCORE
TA B L E S C R E E N

INFILL
OPTIONS

EVS

Glasswrite

EcoTack

Fabric

FRAME
OPTIONS
White

Clear Anodized

SIZE
OPTIONS

Black

24 x 24

30 x 24

30 x 24

48 x 24

60 x 24

72 x 24

24 x 18

30 x 18

36 x 18

48 x 18

60 x 18

72 x 18

24 x 14

30 x 14

36 x 14

48 x 14

60 x 14

72 x 14

24 x 12

30 x 12

36 x 12

48 x 12

60 x 12

72 x 12

* Custom sizes available upon request

MOUNTING
OPTIONS

Surface Mount

Edge Lamp

Joiner Clamp

Cross Clamp

BOXCORE

BOXCORE
STANDING RIG GING
Spark ideas through creative space division with
Standing Rigging. A professional grade, productivity
starting wall canvas designed to bolster employees’
thought and ideation while providing a sense of privacy.
Standing Rigging can bring high functionality and
modern design esthetic to almost any space, and when
using Boxcore 29 - mix and match different infills to
create a double-sided board (if specifying GlassWrite,
both sides must be GlassWrite for even weight
distribution).

Boxcore with Standing Rigging | GlassWrite Color | 48”w x 72”h

BOXCORE

BOXCORE
STANDING RIG GING
An architectural-grade installation, Standing Rigging is
constructed with a tension wire drilled into Boxcore 29
presentation boards. Standing Rigging suspends boards to
create walls and space division while facilitating the
sharing of ideas. Install Boxcore 29 in any open space, at
any height – all you need is floor and ceiling anchor points.
The finished installation features the board suspended in
midair on a tensioned wire rope.

Boxcore with Standing Rigging | EVS Infill | 48”w x 60”h

BOXCORE

BOXCORE
S TA N D I N G
RIGGING

INFILL
OPTIONS

EVS

Glasswrite

SIZE
OPTIONS

48 x 48

EcoTack

60 x 48

72 x 48

Fabric

96 x 48

48 x 36

Re-adjustment

Assembly
& Installation
Standing
Rigging
ACESR-KIT

* Custom sizes available upon request

MOUNTING

3/32

4 of 7

120 x 48

We facilitate creativity, promote the sharing and capturing of ideas
while seamlessly and Beautifully complementing the existing
workspace. We inspire the minds today, that will inspire the future.
We are the blank canvas that gives life to the beginning of an idea.
We offer a wide range of well-designed, productivity enhanceing
products that can be configured and sourced as either
self-standing or integrated for a systematic solution that enhance
and complement the people, the assets within the work space and
provide a blank canvas for ideas to spark.
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